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THE DIVIDED CONSCIOUSNESS IN
CHARLES DICKENS'
~ ~§.

------------------

t;!! __

----

----

~ ~

has been praised for its humani.stic

intentions, criticized for its de~lorable execution,
1!-------.a-nEi-1-a-i-d-t-e-~e-s-t-i-n-thG-s-e-g~Gu-nd-s-Fe-se~v-e-G~:tQr-the!-----~--- ~---

lesser creations of great authors.

David Ivi. Hirsch

observes that Dickens "does not succeed in converting
his very commendabJ_e moral intentions into first-rate
fiction. n,l

John HollO\'lay makes a similar point:

~Times

"operated (for all its'obvious common

sense and its genuine value) at a relatively shallow
level of consciousness~"

2

If Jll?~rb<l !7-m"~ were, as one

critic has suggested, none of (Dickens') dullest and
least successful works," interment would indeed be an
act of.kindness.3
\'lith

ll§-.!~'1 ~

If, however, the fault lies less

than

\'Ti th

the manner in which it has

been regarded, \vhat is called for is not a premature
act of literary euthanasia, but a new look at the
work itself.
\r¥i th

Previously read and judged in comparison

Dickens t other novels, Har.£

it gently, fared very well.

T!~

has

not~

to put

Its characters seem

unbelievable in their exaggerated traits of goodness
and evil, its plot \'TOoden and. mechanical, and its

2

moral visj.on and artj.stic resolution less than satisfying.
Other critics make the same points:

Monroe Enge14 and

Raymond \'lilliams.5

~---

HO'\'lever, Northrop Frye suggested some time ago
that a "more relative and Copernican view must take
the place" of the Ptolemaic novel-centered vievT of prose
fiction," and !f.aE£ J.Jme.§.' critical fate is a case in
point of what happens when a Ptolemaic system, as it
were, is imposed upon a work operating in accordance
with different laws,. 6 Our understanding and apprecia-

-----

tion of Hard Times are diminished if we ask of it the
-~

same things \ve ask, for example 7 of
Q-_!'eat.

~_?;p_e,ctatj.g_rl.§.

finest novels;

,------ - - - - - - -

.Q:?;~,2,i ;Expectation~.·

is undoubtedly one of Dickens'

~rtl !!mEL,~,

on the other hand, is not

a novel, but a romance and operates according to
But although it is a

inherently different laws.

romance, Hard Times is at the same time unique as a
~---_._...

romance for several reasons:

first~

one of its major

themes is, in factf the death of romance; and secondlyt
there is internal evidence, especially in the character
of Stephen Blackpool, of Dickens' attempts to remain
within the novel tradition and its nineteenth-century
brand of social realism.

When Dickens finally does

depart from the novel form, he neither falsifies nor
simplifies an origj.nally sound idea, but yields instead
to a truer vision that thwarts his. attempts to deny it.

---- ----------.-

3

~ ~

operates primarily within psychological

rather than sociological categories and the issues it

---,-----------

raises are directed less to the question of ho\'r man
!';!: ____ __:___

can create a more generous and humane society than to

~-~-

-

the question of whethe:r.• society is not by defj_ni tion
corrupt and inhumane.
!.3£..:£..4.

~

The nature of the questions

raises makes it an original \'lOrk, one whose

originality is seen most clearly when Dickens tries to
come to terms with a question implicit throughout it-namely, what must man do to be saved.

It is in his

attempt to cope with this question that Dickens moves
toward the romance, since it, for reasons suggested by
Northrop l!,rye, offered him a particular creative freedomethe novel form could not have provided.

As Frye

observes:
The essential difference between novel and
romance lies in the conception of characterization. The romancer does not attempt to
create "real peorJle 11 so much as stylized
figures which expand into psychological archetypes ••• .,that is \vhy the romance so often
rad.iates a glow of subjective intensity -Ghat
the novel lacks, and why a suggestion of allegory ts constantly creepj.ng in around its
fringes.. Certain elements of character are
released in the romance which make it natlfally
a more revolutionary form than the novel ..
What

1[

;:; -_ ------=- _---_ -::-::-----

§=------~'-=-=---'=--=-'======
,~

shall do in this paper is apply I! rye 1 s concept of

romance to

1

~ ~J~~'

i.e .. Frye's defining romance as

a device for using archetypes.
it, is a vehicle whereby
sentation is applied.

11

The novel, as Frye sees

realism 11 or life-like repre-

~ Times oontaJ·..ns ''stylized

J

4

----

---

---

figures" which thematically and formalistically support
the dehmnanization concept Dickens is portraying.

Thus

,.. _ __

-' - , - - - - - - - -

:=i

--

---------

Dickens turned, as it were, toward a potentially revolutionary form within which to accommodate '\'lhat is in
many ways his most original pj_ece of \'lri ting.
In order to understand

~ _T~e.§.

more fully,

ho1t1ever P we need to go back to an· essay published four
!1-------m==o=n~t=h=S~P.rior
~.J-me~,

to the time Dickens .began working on Hard _____~---

for in it Dickens presents the essential germs

of that vision of man's psychic and imaginative life
he was later to dramatize, develop, and enrich in Hari
~mes.

Two months after completing

published in House)lo_];d

Word~

]J_e~ls !!.CLR!i.E2~

Dickens

a short essay 9 uFrauds on

·the Fairies, 11 in \vhich he attacked George Cruikshank's
editorial bowdlerizing of a volume of fairy tales.
The essay is important, however, not for what it reveals
either about Cruikshank or fairy tales ]e£

~~'

but for

what it reveals about Dickens' o1tm attitudes toward the
role of art in man's life.

His "very great tenderness

for the fairy literature of our childhood 11 arises from
the capacity of such literature "to keep us, in some
sense, ever

young~

by preserving through our worldly

ways one slender track not overgrown ·v,ri th \veeds, where
\"/8

may walk with children, sharing .their delightso 11

The smail imaginative plot, the "fairy flovrer garden,"
is threatened by the intrusion of the adult consciousnessp the

11

\l!hole Hog of umvieldy dimensions, 11 which can

----------

5

--

------

destroy the joy or "delight" that en-Elrgizes the poetic
imagination6

Once this imaginative power is lost, man

,....---------

is isolated from his past; and the fragmenting and

__ __:_____ --

~--=-~-

-

o - - ------

-o_

dehumanizing process Dickens sees inherent in industrial
civilization is accelerated.

The essay's language seems

excessive in places until one realizes that Dickens is
concerned \'lith much more than merely the bowdlerizing
of a single edition of fairy tales ..
for example, that "it is

~

matter .2£

When Dickens writes,
~~

_;i_:rpportance

(ttalics mine], that fairy tales should be respectec1, 11
he means precisely what he says; for in them he :finds
not only a literary tradition, but an answer to the
question of how man is to be saved<>
The fairy tale's

11

graYe importance" lies in its

capacity to act as a mediating force between roan and
the phenomenal world and in its ability to transform
substantively that relationship.

By reuniting man to

his past, the fairy tale makes it possible for him to
become transfigured by the artistic and imaginative.
pm'ler created by the emotions of joy and wonder.

Con-

versely, isolation from the past and its childhood
emotions results in the fate of a Josiah BounQ.erby,
a man committed to the ethos of death and trapped within
a diseased imaginatione

While in Pegasus' Arms, an inn

significantly named after the symbol pf the poetic
imagination, Bounderby is wai·ned by one of the circus
people to "give it [his philosophy] mouth in your own

;:;-

-------

6

own building~.ubecause this (the in~ isn't a strong
building, and too much of you might bring it down! 11

(I,vi~25). 9

The Hog has only the power to destroy the

-- - - - ~---

-----·----·
~-

flO\'ler garden; the garden, on the other hand, has the
power to save the Hog from destroying itself.

But if

the i.maginative power is to be redemptive, it must be
nonuseful:
of utility..

it must resist compromise with the world
"To preserve (the fairy tales} in their

usefulness," Dickens writes, "they must be as much
preserved in their simplicity, and purity, and innocent
extravagance, as if they were actual fact .. 1110
But in spite of its occasional flashes of insightp
"Frauds on the Fairiesn is by no means a philosophical
essay.

Its importance lies in the fact that the issues

it raises show· up again four months later in

~ .~.:J.I!l~,

some of them intact ana. some of them seriously modified.
One of the most serious modifications is the v:ray in v1hich
Dickens' attitude toward the relationship between art and
society changes.,

In the essay, Dickens vimV"s the "fairy

flower garden 11 and the "whole Hog 11 ' as uniquely different
but not necessarily mutually exclusive, and seems to
suggest that man can keep them separate but still maintain
a dual allegiance -Go each"

g~ ~ii!}.~,

seems to end

too~

on the note of a similar dual allegiance--Louisa Gradgrind
as a teller of tales '\'lithin the heart of Coketo'\m--but·
the sj.milari ty is more apparent than real.

11

Jr.rauds on

the Fairies" can hold out hope because Diclcens can still

-

___:_____ ---

7
believe in society's ability to accommodate thQse human
values embodfed in fairy tale literature; in

~

Times,

--------------

on the other hand, Dickens becomes more strident as he
!"1! _ _ _ _ - - -

realizes the futility inherent in such a hope.
~im..§.§!

~

moves away from the earlier essay in that it

finally denies and belies Dickens' attempts to suggest
a possible amelioration of the conflicts within it.
~

Til!!§.§.' world is a world of romance gone mad o

The fairy tale elements are present--castles, fairy
palaces, serpents, giants, and dragons .... -but they have
become parodies of an earlier imaginative world \\Those
qualj_ties they perversely mock..

Its lana.scape, like

the landscape of romance, is one of the mind, an external
symbol of the psychic condition of its inhabitants.

In

this case, it is a death mask which serves to remind us
of man's

capacity'~

:to create a world cona.ucive only to

his own death and destruction, :thus Coketovm becomes
the mental landscape of the novel:
[Coketown] was a town of red brick or of
brick that \'lOUld have been red if the smoke
and ashes had allovJed it; but as matters
stood, it was a town of unnatural red and
black, like the painted face of a savage.
It was a tovm of machinery and tall chinmeys,
out of which j_nterminable serpents of smoke
trailed themselves for ever and ever, and
never got uncoiled.. It had a black canal
in it, and a x·i ver that ran purple with
ill-smelling dye, and vast piles of buildings
full of \'lindovm where there was a rattling
and a trembling all day long, and where the
piston of the steam-engine worked monotonously
up and dow-.a like the head of an elephant in
a state of melancholy madness (I,v,l7) ..

-

8

-

----------

Self-contained ,and virtually autonornous, it allows for
little movement beyond it.
even fev.,rer. enter.,

Few of its citizens depart,

Driven away because he insisted on

---------

~-----------------

=-:--

being a man as vmll as a "hand," Stephen Blackpool was
returning when death intervened between him and his
destination .. ·J-ames Harthouse, presented as a parody
of the archetypal tempter, Lucifer, "trimmed, smoothed,
and varnished, according to the mode., •• avveary of vice,
and aweary of virtue 11 (II,viii,l37), is the only major
character not affiliated with the circus to enter Coketovm from the outside; but even he carries with him a
card of introduction from Tom Gradgrind, Sr., one of
Coketown's most illustrious citizens.,

Tom Gradgrind,

Jr., is virtually dead before he escapes from Coketo\vn
on a voyage during which he -vlill complete his death.
He ·v;as, we readt uhorribly fevered, bit his nails down
to the quick, spoke in a hard rattling voice, and with
lips that were black and burn-tup 11 (III,iv,l93).
Similarly, the nonhuman elements in Coketown are
isolated from external forces and pov1ers.

Threatened

by the natural fo:cces of life, Coketo-vvn assures itself
of survival by moving toward a deathlike stasiso

Its

success is almost complete, but the city still finds
antagonists in the powers of the sun and rain.
sun, however, is vanquished by Coke town:

The

appeari.ng for

only one-half hour each day, "eternally in eclipse,

-------

9

.,. _ _ __

through a medium of smoked glass" (II,vi,l26), it is
~_;

unable to fight off those high chimneys which conceal

2------;'i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

it by "puffing out poisonous volumes" of smoke and gas.

rn __

--

-

Coketo\vn's final success is seen in the conversion of
its major antagonist to its cause:
The sun itself, however, qeneficient
generally, was less kind to Coketo~m
than hard frost, and rarely looked
intently into any of the closer regions
}---------wij;ho_ut_eng.and_e_r_ing_more__dea th t~h--=-a....,n...____,l..._.~.....
· f.._e,.,._. _.-----------~--
So does the eye of Heaven itself become
an evil eye, when incapable or sordid
hands are interposed. bet'\veen it and
the things it looks upon to bless (II,i,85).
Against the power of the rain, the forces of Coketown
are less triumphant:

"the rain fell, and the Smoke-

serpents, submissive to the curse of all that tribe,
trailed. themselves upon the eart[J." (I,xi,53).

But

since the powers of death have already gained control
of Coketown's inhabitants,.the city's unnatural forces
can tolerate the minor threats posed by nature without
fearing any major defeat.

Coketovm' s factories and

machines continually reassert their power by diminishing
the power of life.

The energy they represent is a

constant factor; it can be apportioned out in equal
or unequal degrees, but it can be neither increased
nor decreasedo
an

other~·vise

By making use of this natural law in

unnatural environment, Coketown has created

a doma:i.n in \'Thich human energy comes, in turn, heavily
energized and anthropomorphized.

10

·The atmosphere of those Jl'airy palaces
was like the breath of the simoon: and
their inhabitants, 'lflasting with heat,
toiled languidly in the desert. But no
temperature made the melancholy mad
elephants (the steam engines] more mad
or more sane (II,1,65).

::r _ __
d

"'--------

·=~=-~

--

Throughout the work, we discover within the larger
co---

strata of Oo1teto1tm t§ ·society the operation of psychological principles which, in turn, manifest themselves in a civilization that at once reflects and
determines their shape.
~

It is in this respect that

Times depicts repression on two planes, correspond-

ing to the levels Herbert Marcuse has defined as the
growth of the repressed individual and the growth of
repressive civilization. 11 Consequentlyt it is
impossible to speak of lta;rQ..

Till!~'

outer world without

simu.l taneously speaking of the inner ·v1or1a. of its
inhabitants, for Coketo'ltm is but the collective
symbol of a people reduced to deadness and kept alive
only to perpetuate this

deadness~

(Ooketown] was• inhabited by people equally
like one another, who all \'lent in and out
at the same hours, with the same sound
upon the same pavements, to do the same
'\'lOrk, and to whom every day 1tJaS the same
as yesterday and tomorrovr, and every year
the counterpart of the last ana. the next .. (I,v,l7)e
Having crec.d;ed an environment that mirrors their own
deadness ancl assures its continuity, Ooketown' s citizens
are appropriately described by Dickens as automa,tons
engaged in the repetition of meaningless acts

111i thin

~,~:;:-::::~

"

11

----------------

a world for \vhich time no lon·ger offers the possibility
of growth and change.

Coketown strangles all manifesta-

tions of sexuality and i~gination--each an attribute
of Eros or life--and thereby weakens the only power
that can oppose Thanatos, or death.
as a pattern \'li thin

~ Ti~~

Finally emerging

is a cycle \'/hose implica-

tions are so far.:..reaching that even Freud, who was later
to come across it, describes it 'lflith trepidat:Lon:
namely, the more

enE~rgy

the citizens of Coketovm expend

upon industrialization (read "civilization"), the less
energy they have to slow down their own ever-accelerating
momentum toward death.

Love (Eros, imagination, sexuality)

alone can redeem man; yet love is the very thing civilization must repress if it is to survive.

As Freud puts it:

In the course of development [of civilization]
the relation of love to civilizationmses its
ambiguity. On the one hand love comes into
opposition to the interests of civilization;

~f t~h:u~!~=~ti.~iv;!;~~i;~~o~~~l~tens
The relation of

H~!·£1 !!:gles~'

love

plot to Freud's major thesis

here becomes apparent if, in the above passage,
substitute "Stephen Blackpool 11 for
for ''civilization."

11

love 11 and

11

\'le

Bounderby"

\!!hen we realize that ]'reud's state-

ment both defines and describes one of J:Iard

~~il.~~~'

major conflicts, that allegory in romance spoken of
earlier by Frye begins to assume in Hard Timest case
an ominous shape.
It is the appearance of this cycle that distinguishes

-------------

~ -----------

12

Hard Times from Dickens' Bleak House.
"a • ._...
~

;

-

........,.___

a

- - - - - - -----

Bleak
House
•••

-

can be read·in part as Dickens' attempt to define and
hopefully to alleviate particular social ills;

----,---------

B.st.r.sl
~- ---------- -- - -

on the other hand, dramatizes the futility of

.TJlg_~,

such an attempt.
of Har£

J~mes,

In his introduction to an edition

George Bernard Shaw

~Tote

of this

essential difference:
~hi,s. ~ T~me~. is K~rl Ha~x! Carlyle,

-c;arp-err't-er-;-rTsrn-g---up----------------

ll---------~.ttu-mcJ..--u--,-lvmrrTs-t

against civilization itself as against
a disease, and declaring that it is not
our disorder but our order that is horrible;
that it is not our criminals but our magnates
that are robbing and murdering us; and that
it is not merely ~:om All Alone's that must
be demolished and abolished, pulled dovm, ?.:
rooted UPe•ebut our entire social system .. 1 )
As Shaw suggests, Dickens previously sought to expose the
"sins and '\'Tickedness·es and follies of a great civilizationn;
but in

~ !~.

·he realized that "until Society is

reformed, no man can reform himself."
realization

occurr~~'

Once this

Dickens' bonds with nineteenth-

century humanism a,:r;e weakened. to such an extent that a
final severance seems i.nevi table.,

But for a man whose

previous intellectual ties with this humanistic tradition
were so

strong~

neither the realization nor the break

could come easily.
The tension created in

H~. ~.£:.'?.

by Dickens' moving

away from this tradition is seen most clearly in the
figure of Stephen Blackpool •. Stephen's death marks the
shift of power within

~.r4. 22!1_1.~

from a tradition that

13

------------------

looked to,.,rard love and compassion as effectual powers
of social change to Dickens' private vision of civilization

~ ~

as corrupt.

._-:;

---

Dickens creates in Stephen
b~

Blackpool a character 'Vlho almost alone in

~ .~J..ple~

~---

embodies the struggle of an individual against a
dehumanizing society and then Dickens can find nothing
to do with him but kill hi.mo

Stephen's t''lO major

conflicts--with his wife and with Bounderby--are but
t'\'ITO sides of the same coin, and his failure to solve
either suggests the pO\'lerlessness of love in modern
civilization.

For his effort to free himself from

the dead, and deadening, relationship with his '\vife is
thwarted by the same powers that forbade Stephen from
asserting his individuality, punished him when he did
so, and ultimately created circumstances that precipitated his deatho

l~ !_~ 1

critics have so readily

given their assent to Ruskin's c1escription of Stephen 9
"a dramatic perfection, instead of a characteristic
example of an honest

'~:vorkman,

11

that they failed to

observe that even Stephen does not escape Coketown's
blight& 1 4

Coketown is characterized by aggression-!::: _ _ _ _ _ _
~o--------,-_------o-_--o=----o

man against nature, nature against man, man against
man, and man against himself--and Stephen, too, participates i.n it.

The pain arising ·from the first conflict

results in an out\vard aggression (the barely averted
murder of his wife), while the second leads to

an

14

--

---- ------ - -

inward aggression (his passive response to the inequities
leveled against him and his almost active acceptance of
death when it finally comes).

"'
.. _ __

----------

;;;:.

_____

..

=--=-~~~

!"!__

The difficulty that Dickens confronts h1

his;:~

characterizations of Stephen is not due to his falling
back on easy or simplistic resolutions, but his moving
into a different realm of experience.

Stephen's pro-

test0tions to Bounderby that love, kindness,

h~mility,

and patj_ence could alone unite the rich and the poor
gain their stridency from Dickens' urgent neecl to
believe in \'/hat Stephen says.

But behind these protesta-

tions is Stephen's and, by inference, Dickens' recognition
that only death could. end Stephem' s problems.

Seeing in

this world neither clarity nor fulfillment-- 11 Ah, Rachael,
aw a muddle!

Fro' first to last, a muddle 1t--Stephen

quite early in the work seems to intuit the inadequacy
of such virtues in alleviating social conditions and
consequently looks for a final reconciliation between
his dreams ana. reality in the v10rld beyond.
And so I will try t'look t' th& timep and
so I will tr~ t 1 trust t' th' time, \'!hen
thou [RachaeJj and me at last shall walk
together far a-vm', beyond the deep gulf,
~n th' ??t;ntry \vhere thy little sister
:LS

(I ,Xll.J. t 69) •

\'lhen Stephen does d.ie, his death scene appears pathetic
at best, but within it we find evidence of the tension
created by Dickens' characterization of Stephen.
Stephen's death scene represents, as it were, a pyrrhic

- ----- --- -

15

~

------------

victory for Dj.ckens' public voice in that it not only
- - - -

belies the controlling vision, but comes precariously
close to validating Narx's famous

maxim~

"Religion is
~---

the opiate of the people.

11

The unwillingness on Dickens'

part to follo\v the implications of Stephen's death through
to the end is seen when he brings forth a resolution-namely, heavenly compensation for earthly suffering-________ ~--

ll-------s,~mi-1-ar-to-the-GP.!S-o;t'--.:f'-er-ed-hy_a_bulk:_o.f_Exange_li_c_a_l.

literature written in ·defense of the

.§..~at.~

.9._1!.£·

But

in spite of his attempts to soften the impact of Stephen's
death, Dickens still shows us that in this world there is
little room for love, goodness, and humility, and that
the God of the poor :ls not much help to them '\llhile they
are alive.
When viewed in this
11

contex~~

Dickens' comment that

1 have done what I hope is a good thing ·vvi th Stephen 9

taking his story as a vlhole," becomes, as its tone
suggests, ambivalently correct. 15 In tv1o senses, what
he does with Stephen is goodo

Firstt

~~ 2];~

demands

Stephen's death since the conflict he embodies is
incapable of any other resolutiono

The inclusion of

a penitent industrialist v10u1a. have been out of place
and vmuld have falsified Dickens 1 vision in this \vork.
Secondly, Stephen's death seems to suggest that in the
nightmare world of Coketo·wn, suffering does in :fact
end with death.

And in a \vorld where the mere attempt

16

--

-----------

to assert one's individuality evokes such disastrotis
consequences, it is perhaps optimistic to assert that
one can still die a human death.
that Hard

!_im~§.

It is in this respect

comes closest to Frye's sixth phase of

satire, a vision that "differs from a pure inferno
mainly in the fact that in human experience suffering
has an end in death. 1116

In a profounder sense, ho\'Tever,

what Dickens does do \vi th Stephen is anything but good.
He creates a good and gentle man, bestows upon him the
task of fighting, armed only with individual goodness,
an inhuman social system, and then Diclcens cannot find
a "'ray to keep him alive.

Stephen's literal death is

demanded by his earlier expulsion from Coketown.

1Iis

guilt or innocence in the robbery is irrelevant; even
if he had been exonerated of the crime, the best
Stephen could have hoped for would have been readmission
to a society which still would have denied him his
freedom and individuality.
Stephen Blackpool can be vie\.,red on another level
as the proletarian hero of a work whose implications
finally become too large for him
letarian

hero~

to(·.~.arry~

As a pro-

Stephen possesses the characteristics

of the pastoral hero as well:

he is innocent and

uneducated, but endowed with common sense and a rustic
eloquenc~.

As \Villiam Empson points out, both pastoral

and proletarian art "attempt to reconcile some conflict

'"

~--------

!;! _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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between the parts of a. society"--in li.@..£4.

Tim~,

bet'\veen

employer (Bounderby) and employee (Stephen Blackpool)-and depend upon the j_ndi vidual's ability to transcend
artificial social gulfs for t~is reconciliation. 1 7 The
shepherd is e·i ther a :real aristocrat in disguise or is
gifted vdth an aristocratic soul; the worker is able to
reach the employer.on human and thus genuine terms:
Stephen's last major confrontation with Bounderby (II,v)
is a classic example of such an attempt.

In so far as

both assume the possibility of such a breakthrough,
they are optimistic; and, in part, their optimism depends
upon the absence of any final restraint of man's capacity
to effect such change.

But it is precisely to'\vard this

final restraint that the dialectic esablished within
li.~~ !!m~

seems to point.

~ ,Ti.n!_.e~

moves primarily

within psychological rather than social categories and
ultimately suggests a dialectic more akin to the life-

.--.----

------

death axis of Freud's Civ5_lization
and Its -·-~Discontents
•~:~·- .
than to the employer-employee axis of proletarian art.
The battle waged in
capital, but

~ ~~

betv~een

is not between labor and

Eros and Thanatos and, consequently,

the possibility of Stephen's effecting meaningful change
is denied:.
~

Stephen Blackpool remains an anomaly in

.Times, both for Bounderby 11 the employer who must

fire him, and for Dickens, the artist who must kill himo
The creation of Stephen BlackpooJ., however, was but

------------

- ·-----------s-~~=o~=~

1'!'1 _ _

__:__ ___ _:_ __ ___:_
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__

-

-----------

-.

one of the problems Hard,...................
Times posed for Dickens.
-

------

,_

_

was in many ways an exceptionally difficult piece
t! ____

for him to '\'Trite, primarily because, as Dickens
describes it, of its lack of that "elbow room" his
previous fiction had provided..
to accept this reason as the

It is, ho·wever, hard

sol~

cause.

By 1854

Dickens \vas an experienced novelist and journalist
and had undoubtedly confronted the "difficulty of
space" before.

Also; the language used by Dickens to

describe the agony involved i.n vJri ting

~ ~-i~w~

'\ITOuld suggest that the trouble was located deeper than
Dickens' own diagnosis implies.

Dickens most likely

did fi11d it tasking to tvork on a cameo v-Then he had been
used to working on murals, but another reason for his
difficulty lies, I think, in the dual directions he
found his creative energies moving:

toward the book

his dedication of .._..,..,_
Hard _...,.,_,._
Times to Carlyle suggests he
wanted to write, and to1vard the book he was in fact
writing.

His own statements about

H~ ~'

his

condition of mind (and body) when he completed it, and
the d.ifficul ties vli thin the piece itself all suggest

---

that Hard Times became for Dickens much more than a
dramatized version of the maxi.mf "All \llDrk and no play
makes Jack a dull boy."
What gives

~Ha:r.d ~A~~

its po"Vrer is not its plausi-

bility, but rather the presence within it of those

-----

~

Dickens' letters attest to the fact that the work

19
qualities of romance Frye speaks of:
11

~-

--------------

the expansion of

stylized figures 11 into "psychological archetypes,u

"] - - - - - - - - - -

and the release of those "certain elements of character"
t!_

which make the romance "naturally a more revolutionary
form than the novel. 1118

Dickens' ~ X.il,Il.e~ attacks

nothing less than the reality principle itself.
Those characters in

~ ~~y~

who

su~tain

Dickens'

vision do so by fj.rst violating our usual expectations
of how people act, and then carrying us to the truths
that lie in front of our

expectations~

Bounderby and

Louisa Gradgrind are woven together by a psychic condition
that finds its poetic logic in the imagery of fire and
enclosure.,
engines,. the

Fire is alluded to throughout:
h~at

the steam

that bakes the city and its citizens,

Tom Gradgrind, Jr., horribly fevered with lips "black
and burnt up," and the fireplace in front of \'lhich his
sister sits.,
sive:

The imagery of enclosure is equally perva-

the self-contained, autonomous world of Coketown

itself, its walls and narrow streets, its castles, banks,
palaces, mine shafts, factories, coalpj.ts, and again
Louisa Gradgrind.'s fireplace..

This poetic logic is in

turn reinforced by Dickens' narrative logic, episodes
and authorial observations.

Tv10 comments in particular

from the \'!Ork' s narrative fiber make it clear how Dickens,
prefiguring twentieth-century studies of fire imagery
:such as F1?eud' s study of the Promethean myth and

-- _____::_

----
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--

------------

Bache lara.' s. ~he J.>..sychoan~.lY.si.s.. 9.f. l!.,j_re 1 9 lands upon
highly effective sympols to contain and illuminate the

--------~-

~----

work's controlling theme:

the consequences of the

=-~~~

~-------

repression of man's sexuality and imagination..

The

first comment, Dickens' observation that the ghost of
a strangled imagination manifests itself in the form
of groveling sensualities (II, iii' 101), reveals Bounderby
"Vlith a clarity that neither poetic nor narrative logic
could have indivic1ually achieved.

The

second.~

"all

closely imprisoned forces rend and destroy," allows us
to see Louisa Gradgrind--her relationship to her brother
and to Bounderby and her meditations before tne fireplace-as a total character.

Two of the major life-forces of Eros,

sexuality (Dickens' "closely imprisoned forces 11 ) and
imagination (his "strangled imagination'.'·), are repressed,
and their repression gives rise to a sickness whose cure
lies not in the eraa.ication of society's ills, but in the
eradication of society itself.
In many respects Bounderby embodies that paradox
that goes by the name of c:i..vilization.
its victim and its perpetrator.

He is at once both

Grossly sensual, he is

also an archetype of impotence; intensely contempuous of
anything bordering on the imaginative, he has erected his
life upon a huge fiction; a blatantly aggressive and
hard-nosed industrialist, he remains throughout a manchild, finding in

l'~J.rs.

Sparsit the mother he has disavowed

-----
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and the mistress he cannot have.

-

----------- -

He created his life

around the middle class's favorite myth pattern--the
hero's rise from obscurity and poverty by means of
enterprise, ingenuity, and

sacrifice~

only to become

one of literature's oldest stock figures of ridicule,
the man bullied or dominated by womeno

In describing

the sexual nature of Bounderby's frustration, Dickens
remains sufficiently allusive to satisfy the publishing
mores of Victorian England while at the same time
leaving us with fe\v doubts as to how we are to read.
his charactero

For example, the first time

"VIe

meet

Bounderby we confront:
a man with a great puffed head and forehead,
s'ltrelled veins in his temples, and such a
strained skin to his face that it seemed to
hold his eyes openooea man with a pervading
appearance on him of being inflated like a
balloon, and ready to start (I,iv,ll).
Just after Louisa Gradgrind leaves him, follo\1:lng a
brief and unconsummated marriaget the
blustrous Bounderby crimsoned and S\velled
to such an extent~ •• that he seemed to be,
and probably was, on the brj.nk of a fit o
\'J'i th his' very ears a bright purple shot
with crimson, he pent up his indj.gnation (III,iii,l83).
Dickens' message is clear enough.
Dickens' "Frauds on the Fairies" provides additional
insight into the relationship between Bounderby's psychic
condition, externalized in his
fiction about his paste

physiognomy~

and his

In it, Dickens suggests, as I

have mentioned, that man's remembrance of his childhood

~----

--------------
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literature allO\vs him to "walk

\'Ti

th chi.ldren" and to
.G
----, - - - - - - - - -

share the ch1.ld 1 s joy in being part of the natural
world.,

-------------

This joyf because it increases the strength

...s _________
-- - - _ ..
b-.

·of Eros, is a potentially liberating power;

b~t

in

order to participate in it, man must deny those forces
pressuring him into the abandonmerit of his childhood
values and affirm the pleasure principle, the controlling
force of the child and the artist.

Dickens seems to imply

that this quest must become a way of life not only.ffor
the arti.st, but for all men.
Looking at Bounderby in this light, we can see that
he is the anti-artist and that his fable about his youth
is anti-art.

The artist is he v.,rho refuses to succumb to

those who attempt to sever him from his childhood, and
his art derives from the tension between his fidelity
to the natural and joyous reality of childhood and the
contemporary pressures threatening this realityo

Bounderby,

on the other hand, has attempted to kill h:i.s childhood by
destroying all his l:i.nks vJith it and, in doing so, has
replaced it with a fiction that affirms rather than denies
·the existing oJ:.>der.

Childhood and art are redemptive in

so far as they refuse to conform to the reality principle;
Bounderby's fictionalized past arises out of an adult mind
wholly attuned to the values of an industrialized society
and thus is a bind:i.ng rather than a liberating force.
What society \'rants Bounderby and evel.'Y man to become ana.

~----
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what Bounderby envisions himself -to be are inextricably
merged.

He is in this respect a perfect example of

Marcuse' s modern man '\1/ho absorbt.S

11

-- ------

societal authority"
"'
"-

into his

o~m

conscience and unconscious until he believes

;..:;--

he "lives his repression 'freely' as his own life.1120
But as IVIarcuse points outt this

11

freedom 11 is gained at

a very high cost.
On one level, the cost levied against Bounderby is
similar to that levied against Dickens' heroes who deny
their past.

Bounc1erby learns that the past invariably

reveals itself, and that once revealed it destroys the
fictional or illusory present.

In

~ ~imes,

the past

is united to the present by Bounderby's mother, Mrs. Pegler,
who, in keeping with the romance motif, comes across as a
hybrid between an unwitting Fury and a more conventional
English \'li tch.,

"An old woman who seems to have been fly-

ing into town on a broomstick,. evf3ry now and then 11 (II, viij_,

141-42), Bounderby's mother revenges the crime of matricide,
i .. e., his refusal to acknowledge her existence, after having
been thrust upon him by Mrs., Sparsi t, the prj_mary agent of
Bounderby 1 s nemesj_s.

"~'he spectacle of a matron, (Mrsa Spar-

sit] of classical deportment, seizj.ng an ancient \voman
{}1rs .. Pegler] by the throat, and haling her in [Bounderby' ~
d\>!elling-house 11 attracts, in turnp an unruly chorus who
closed in after Mrs .. Sparsit and her prize;
and the whole bocJ.y made a disorderly eruption
into Hr. Bounderbyts dining-room, where the
people behind lost not a moment's time in
· mounting on the chairs, to get the better of
the people in front (III,v,l97).

":!

-

"'=-===--
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In one of

~

~

- - --------------

Times' most brilliant dramatic strokes,

Bounderby's public fable about his past is destroyed
in a spectacle during which a privately concealed

---.-------

---------

Ei:=~~~

~------

--- -

:past is brought forth for public inspectj_on.
Bounderby pays a greater price, however, than
simply the loss of a falsely gained reputation.

By

creating a concept of self that corresponds to the
industrial ethos around him, Bounderby is assimilated
into that ethos.

As a consequence, he becomes a pro-

jection of his own anti-fantasies, an embodiment of
that aura of death he is helping to create.

He is

Dickens' modern figure of death, the opulent and corpulent bureaucrat imposing upon an outside world the
death he carries within.

~ITs.

Sparsit, as astute as

she is evil, seems to see this death within Bounderby:
"There were occasions \vhen in looking at him she \·;as
involuntarily moved to shake her head, as who vmuld
say, 'Alas poor Yorick! '"(,(II,viii,l43).

Bounderby's

quest to make reality over in his o\VU image results
in his destruction of all that with '\vhich he comes
into contact--Louisa, Tom Gradgrind, Blackpool, his

~~-=._-=o-,c:__=~~

E

other employees--everything and everyone he touches.
Louisa Gradgrind, the intended victim of lftts. Sparsit's
machinations, is Bounderby's antagonist throughout!!?:!'£.
~imes,

yet shares much in common with him.

vfuile Bounder-

by is a man-child \·rho has killed his childhood by his

25

---------- - - - - - - -

capitulation to the \vorld of death around him, Louisa
is a woman whose life has been broken by the absence of
a childhood \'li thin it.

Because she has never kno\m

- - -·-~--------

=-~-~==~=

!:j___

-

-----

-

those emotions of joy and wonder that·create a connection
betv.Jeen one's past and present, Louisa gazes into a fireplace only to discover the absence of that internal
energy which makes growth possible.
place~

In front of a fire-

Louisa resembles Bachelard's man engaged in reverie,

"the man concerned with inner depths, a man in the process
of d.evelopmen t," and· the man involved in 11 sexual. reverie .. 1121
She is, in other wordsr the artist concerned vli th the
life.-..forces of imagination and sexuality.

Her development,

hov;ever, stops at an intellectual cognizance of her life's
inadequacies, for her emotional life is destroyed by the
absence of a childhood in the same way Bounderby's denial
of his childhood destroys hiso
Neither, as she approached. her old home 'now,
did any of the best influences of old home
descend upon her., The dreams of childhood-its airy fables; its graceful, beautiful,
humane, impossible adornments of the world
beyond: so good to be believed in once, so
good to be remembered \'Then outgrown 9 for
then the least among them rises to the sta tm."e
of a great Charity in the heart, suffering
little children to come into the midst of it,
and to keep v.Ji th their pure hands a garden
j_n the stony ways of this vrorld, ••• simple
and trustfult and not \'Torldly-wise--v.Jhat
had she to do with these? (II,ix,l50-151).
The language of this passage is almost identical
to Dickens' description of the powers of childhood in
his

11

JPI·auds on the Fairies" and suggests the extent to

~---
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------------

which Louisa Gradgrind embodies that fate Dickens saw·
:_;

in store for a v10rld overrun by the

11

\'lliole Hog. 11

She

---------

-

is the potential artist thv.rarted by a ,.;orlo. inimical
to imaginative powers, living proof of how the
imprisoned forces" of Eros rend and destroy.

11

----------------·--

~_:_:____

______ _

closely

Bounderby

is by no means exceptionally astute, but even he notes
that

11

there are qualities in Louisa which--which have

been harshly neglected and--and a little
(III,iii,l83).

Pce---.-r=-v~e.._.,r=-·_.._te=-d...._1_1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Her passivity regarding her marriage to

Bounderby, her dalliance with James Harthouset the
sexual overtones of her relationship with her brother,
and her psychological and physical barrenness--all
point toward the permanently damaging effects of Cokestown upon an imaginative and sensitive person.

Ijouis~

Gradgrind is compassionate, vd.se, and loving; but the
world in \'lhich she lj.ves turns her compassion into a
tool for evil, oppresses her wisdom in the name of
reason, and first perverts her love and then renders
it impotent ..
!:Jl3~r_Ci ~-im~rnE!

.moves toward a \vorld dominated by the

forces of death.

'\'Ti thj.n it, lj.fe exists precariously

at best and is eventually either destroyed or made
helpless..

For this reason, Dickens chooses to keep

the circus, the work's symbol of life, outside of
Coketo'\\rn 1 s environs..

John Holloway has noted that

Dj.ckens 1 1 ~:1.1 ternative [to CoketO\m] was something which

~--::==--

E-

c==-===-..==
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lay al-together outside the major realities of the social
situation \'lith \vhich he deal t 11 and sees this as evidence,
in part, that

~-Time..§.

"operated (for all its obvious

common sense and its genuine value) at a relatively
shallow level of consciousnesso 1122 It is, however,
precisely Dickens' recognition of the

11

major realities

of the social situation" that requires him to find
Coketo\m' s only alternative in the circus.

For Coke·-

tmm is not a world in which the forces of life and
death coexist dialec·t;ically, but one in 'ltlhich Thanatos
has an uncontested reign; thus, given this monistic
nature of Coketown, the circus must remain on the
town's perimeters.

It may send. emissaries to ·it (Sissy

Jupe) and it can proffer help if approached (Tom Gradgrind's escape), but, if it is to survive, it must
remain apart.
The circus is an omnipresent contradiction and
repudiation of Coketown.

It is, as Bounderby describes

it, "queer sort of company, too, for a man \vho has raised
himself" (I,vi,24)o

He views it as a world of idleness

and, in one respect, he is correct.

It is a worlcl of

play, but play in the sense that Freud uses the term
in speaking of the child and artist:

it is a \'lorld

rich in human experience, not because

j_ ts

citizens do

not labor, but because their labor is non.repressive and
because their lives have remained faithful to the

----.---------·

!:!__:__ _ _ _ _

-----

c---
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natural instincts of joy and love.

Consequently the
; - - ---------

circus people are artists in the psychological sense
that they assert themselves against the outside world

"

~

~---

,,-~-----

dominated by reason and the reality principle.

They

neither produce, dominatep nor master; and thus

~--

Bounderby, who regards them as subversive, intuitively
aligns himself with the reality principle.

About the

gentleness and. childishness about these people, a
special inaptitude for any kind of sharp practice"
(I,vi,27).

Narcuse, in speaking of Schiller's An

Aes_tl].ej;ic..§1.

~c1uca

t:i.:.2..n of

~'

describes tta genuinely

humane civilization" as one in which''human existence
will be play, rather than toil, and man will live in
display rather than need." 23

\'/hat better symbol of

such a humane \•Torld could Dickens have chosen?

The

circus people are children--artists by virtue of the
life they lead--in their refusal to capitulate to
Coketo\m' s world and in their demand for a life of
"~

freedom and beauty.
In his essay on Dickens,
11

----------

Or\ve~l

·observes that

even if Dickens was a bourgeois, he was certainly a

subversive writer, a radical?" not in his advocacy
of change in the social structure, but in his advocacy
of change of spirit.
His radicalism is of the vaguest kind,
and yet one always knows that it is

~----
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there ••• He has no constructive suggestions, not even a clear grasp of the
nature of the society he is attacking,
only an emotion~l perception that something is \vrong. 4

-----------

But, as Orwell points out, such moral criticism
can be every bit as revolutionary as political or
economic cri tj_cism.

In Jl!lr..Ji

,Tim~..§.,

Dickens realizes

that ·the problem is not the sickness of a particular
society, but that society itself is a disease.

On the

one hand, there is the fairy flovrer garden, on the
other, the vlhole Hog \vhose Fa.i_f:?..QP.:. d' E?.ir:.§. is the
destruction of the garden--there is no ·middle ground
between thems
tmvn:

There is the circus and there is Coke-

how does one reconcile the t\vo?

fully at the conclusion of

~ !,;~,

Dickens seeks such a reconciliation..

Looking care\'Je can see that
The elder Grad-

grind undergoes a change of heart only to become
tttherefore much despised by his late political
associates" (IIlpix 11 225) ..

--- _

In Hard "'"""'
Times,
..... ... j_ndividual

benevolence seems to be invariably accompanied by
political impotence..

Only Sissy Jupe, of all the

work's major characters, seems to survive intact,
probably for the reason that she is more among the
VJOrld of' Coketovm than of it.

An emissary from the

circus, she provides a force for good that counters
Mrs .. Sparsit's force for evil,. but both Sissy and
Mrs. Sparsit finally have only a limited effect upon

30
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Coketo'\vn.

Still, we read that Sissy is destined to

bring children into this world and could regard this

"
:-------------:-:;-------

information as an optimist1.c note, as the inclusion of
~

new life in an otherwise death-oriented world, were it
not for the fact that when we anticipate the futtrre
lives of her children, we realize that the alternatives
they \vill face as adults vfill sti.ll be Coketown on one
hand

and~

hopefully, the circus on the other.

In yet another passage that appears toward the
conclusion of

~<1 T~El£2,

Dickens again seems to depar·t

momentarily from the nightmare vision of Coketovro:
But, happy Sissy's happy children loving
her OJouisaJ; all children loving her;
she,·grown learned in childish love;
thinking no innocent and pretty fancy ever
to be despised; trying hard to know her
humbler fellow-creatures and to 1)eautify
their lives of machinery and reality with
those imaginative graces and delights,
without which the heart of infancy 1tlill
wither up, the sturdiest physical manhood
will be morally stark death, and the
plainest national prosperj_ty figures can
sh0\'1 vTill be the Vlri ting on the ''!all,-she holding this course as part of no
fantastic vow, or bond, or brotherhood~
or sisterhood, or pledge or covenant, or
fancy dress, or fancy fair; but simply as
a duty to be done (III,ix~226~27).
However, this passage, too, contains evidence of the
tensions vThich run throughout
we see Dickens hoping to

~d 1).~..

humanizE~

wi t~:wut changing the system itself

On

one~

hand,

an inhumane system
and~

in doing so,

creatin0 such mythical forces of social changes as
"l~he

labor union into dark and diabolical organizations ..

~-----

-------

~
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In this respect, the passage is common middle-class
fare and would have been acceptable to the staunchest

---.---------

-------------

defender of nineteenth--century capi talism.o .

il- - .

But, on the other hand, Dickens finally expresses
in unambiguous terms v;hat previously the opposition
between the circus and Coketo\vn has demonstrated
symbolically:

the forces of life·are specifically

located within the domain of art (those "imaginative
graces and delights, without which the heart of
infancy \'lill vri ther Ul), the sturdiest physical manhood vlill be morally stark death 11 )

1

and the forces of

death within civilization and reality ("their lives
of machinery and reality").

In the usual sense, this

is not a resolution, but merely another acknovrledgment
of the same problem we have seen j_n Dickens' refusal
to bring the circus and CoketO\vn together.
It is not surprising that Dickens has been cri t:Lcized
for failing to present a more meaningful solution.
moves through the fallen world of !§.Ed

!ilJ.!.~_fi

He

only to

arrive at v1hat appears to be little more than the creation
of a fairy godmother v-rhose capacity, for \vorking miracles
is extremely limitedo

But such a conclusion is not so

simp1J.stic as it seems, for \'That Di.ckens confronts is
a dialectic between the moralist and the revolutionary
(the former asserting that the social system cannot change
until human nature

changes~

the le.tter denying that human

- - -
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nature can improve \<T:i.thin a corrupt social system),

but it is also the dialectic bet\'Teen Eros and Thanatos,

;_]

-----------

between man's desire to live and his desire to die.
At the conclusion of his

~~i~~~ion ~ I~~ P.~~~

contents,, Freud can only express tj,e vague hope that
Eros will somehow manage to assert itself against its
immortal foe e

Similarly, the conclusion of

~ ~.f.'imes

\'lill fail to satisfy us if we expect Dickens to turn
for answers to where he has already looked, but found.
only emptiness.
Dickens cannot very well look to "machinery
&ither social or technologica~

and realitytt for an

answer..:.-he has already identified them as the forces
of death.

The power they represent is finally impotent

because the overv;helming problem facing man is one of
a psych:i.c rather than a socj_al disorder..

Since Coketown

is but the manifestation of a collecti.ve psychic disorientation, any social restructuring can at best treat
only the symptoms, not the cause, of society's sicknesso
It is possible that Dickensf by setting the circus on
Coketown's perimeters, intended eventually to bring the
two \.vorlds together.

Sissy Jupe 's early entrance into

·Coketown seems to provide such a potential link; but
when

~ Ji~

ena.s, the circus and Coketo\m are as

distant from one another as they were vrhen it begano
The ci.rcus remains an anarchic force, as evidenced by

·~

- -

~-------
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its final role in helpi.ng the younger Gradgrind to
escape; and Coketown, on the other hand, remains

--,

secure, having successfully removed or isolated all
potential threats to it.
However middle class Dickens may have been and
however

~~ny

~----

of its attitudes he might have shared,

he also possessed that inexplicable greatness which I
!1--------------.!.h::.rv·_e_cno_s_e_n_t_o___e_all by the name of genius' and in the

r,

'\I

~--------------~------~

case of

~ ~~'

this genius drove Dickens beyond

the limits he probably envisioned..

Dickens as artist,

in Plato's terms, dre·ams v1hile av1ake; and what his
dreams reveal, the fully awakened and nondreamer part
of Dickens need not even fully understand or agree
with.

vfuat ultimately matters is

J~ !~~~~·itself.

And it is, I think a great v10rk not j_n spite of, but
because of its unevenness.

For its unevenness arises

from a conflict ·vri thin Dickens himself and thus makes
us spectators to the drama of artistic creation as \llell
as to the drama that unfolds \·lithin Har_£,
'\'TOrld..
that

~!~1 ~_§..§.

\·~anted

~rimE?..§.'

is a work of ·t'l,·m voices:

fictj.onal

of the voice

to keep Stephen Blackpool alive and of the

stronger voice that realized that Stephen had to die;
and these two voices are throughout in varying degrees
of discord with one another.
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